
Mass Communication
Mass and Volume

Name 

Date Period 

Purpose
To practice measuring the mass and volume of matter and use those data to compare 

samples of matter. 

Materials 
J	 set of three metal rods
J	 crayon or other object
J	 50 mL graduated cylinder
J	 50 mL beaker with water
J	 balance
J	 centimeter ruler

Procedure
1. Examine each metal rod and the crayon. Predict which will have the greatest and least

mass and volume. Record your predictions.

Greatest mass:

Greatest volume:

Least mass:

Least volume:

2. Find the mass of the three metal rods and the crayon. Record the mass of each object
to the nearest tenth of a gram (0.1 g) in your data table.

L E S S O N

4
LAB

Data

Object
mass 
(g) 

volume of water 
without object (mL)

volume of water 
with object (mL)

volume of object 
(mL)

5 cm–long gold-
colored rod

5 cm–long silver-
colored rod

10 cm–long silver-
colored rod

crayon
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3. Find the volume of each object.

a. Place about 20 mL of water in a 50 mL graduated cylinder. Record the exact
volume of the water to the nearest tenth of a milliliter (0.1 mL).

b. Tilt the graduated cylinder and gently slide the object into the graduated cylinder,
being careful not to spill any of the water or break the bottom of the cylinder. Record
the volume of the water with the object.

Analysis
1. How did you find the volume of the objects from the data you collected?

2. Which object has the greatest mass? The least mass? Is this what you predicted?

3. Which object has the smallest volume? Is this what you predicted?

4. How do the volumes of the 5 cm gold-colored rod and the 5 cm silver-colored rod
compare? How do their masses compare?

5. How does the volume of the 5 cm silver-colored rod compare with that of the 10 cm
silver-colored rod? How do the masses compare?

6. Which has more matter, the 5 cm gold-colored rod or the 10 cm silver-colored rod?
Explain your reasoning.

7. How can objects that are the same size have different masses?

8. Making Sense Do two objects with the same mass always have the same volume?
Explain why or why not.
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